Abstract. Results of Liflyand and collaborators on the boundedness of Hausdorff operators on the Hardy space H 1 over finite-dimensional real space generalized to the case of locally compact groups that are spaces of homogeneous type. Special cases and examples of compact Lie groups, homogeneous groups (in particular the Heisenberg group) and finite-dimensional spaces over division rings are considered.
Introduction
Hausdorff operators originated from some classical summation methods. This class of operators contains some important examples, such as Hardy operator, adjoint Hardy operator, the Cesàro operator. As mentioned in [25] the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral and the Hardy-Littlewood-Polya operator can also be reduced to the Hausdorff operator. As was noted in [4] the Hausdorff operator is closely related to a Calderón-Zygmund convolution operator, too.
The study of general Hausdorff operators on Hardy spaces H 1 over the real line was pioneered by Liflyand and Móricz [20] . After publication of this paper Hausdorff operators have attracted much attention. The multidimensional case was considered by Lerner and Liflyand [16] , and Liflyand [17] (the case of the space L p (R n ) was studied earlier in [3] ). Hausdorff operators on spaces H p (R) for p ∈ (0, 1) where considered by Kanjin [15] , and Liflyand and Miyachi [20] . The survey article by E. Liflyand [18] contains main results on Hausdorff operators in various settings and bibliography up to 2013. See also [5] , and [23] , [6] , [7] , [26] , [28] . The recent paper by Ruan and Fan [25] contains in particular several sharp conditions for boundedness of Hausdorff operators on the space H 1 (R n ). The aim of this work is to generalize results on the boundedness of Hausdorff operators on Hardy spaces over R n to the case of general locally compact groups. The main task is a distillation of results about Hausdorff operators depending only on the group and (quasi-)metric structures. So, we consider locally compact groups that are spaces of homogeneous type in the sense of Coifman and Weiss [9] . Special cases and examples of compact Lie groups, homogeneous groups (in particular the Heisenberg group) and finite-dimensional spaces over division rings are also considered.
Recall that according to [9] a space of homogeneous type is a quasi-metric space Ω endowed with a Borel measure µ and a quasi-metric ρ. And the basic assumption relating the measure and the quasi-metric is the existence of a constant C such that
for each x ∈ Ω and r > 0 ("the doubling condition"). Here B(x, r) denotes a quasi-ball of radius r around x. The doubling constant is the smallest constant C ≥ 1 for which the last inequality holds. We denote this constant by C µ . Then for each x ∈ Ω, k ≥ 1 and r > 0
where s = log 2 C µ (see, e.g., [13, p. 76] ). The number s sometimes takes the role of a "dimension" for a doubling quasi-metric measure space.
Recall also the definition of the real Hardy space H 1 (Ω) associated with a space of homogeneous type Ω [9] .
First note that a function a on Ω is an ((1, ∞)-)atom if (i) the support of a is contained in a ball B(x, r);
By definition, the real Hardy space H 1 (Ω) consists of those functions admitting an atomic decomposition
where the a j are atoms, and j |λ j | < ∞ [9, p. 593].
The infimum of the numbers j |λ j | taken over all such representations of f will be denoted by the symbol f H 1 . Remark 1. Real Hardy spaces over compact connected (not necessary quasi-metric) Abelian groups were defined in [21] .
The general case
In the following G stands for a locally compact σ-compact group which is a space of homogeneous type (in particular, a homogeneous group [12] , [10] ) with respect to quasi-metric ρ and left Haar measure µ, and A :
Let
where mod(A(u) −1 )(= 1/mod(A(u))) denotes the modulus of the automorphism A(u) −1 (recall that the modulus of the automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut(G) satisfies µ(ϕ(E)) = (mod(ϕ))µ(E) for every Borel E ⊂ G with finite measure, see, e.g., [2, Chapter VII]).
Definition 1 (cf. [3] ). Let Φ be a locally integrable function on G. We define the Hausdorff operator with the kernel Φ by
Remark 2. One can assume that A is defined almost everywhere on the support of Φ only.
We need four lemmas to prove our main result.
Proof. Using Fubini Theorem and [2, VII.1.4, formula (31)] we have for
Lemma 2. Let (Ω, ρ) be σ-compact quasi-metric space with positive Radon measure µ, and let F (Ω) be some Banach space of µ-measurable functions on Ω. Assume that the convergence of a sequence strongly in F (Ω) yields the convergence of some subsequence to the same function for µ-almost all x ∈ Ω. Let F (u, x) be a function such that F (u, ·) ∈ F (Ω) for µ-almost all u ∈ Ω and u → F (u, ·) : Ω → F (Ω) is Bochner integrable with respect to µ.
Proof. Let K m be an increasing sequence of compact subsets of Ω and
By [22] (see also [1, Theorem 2.1]) there exist a metric d on Ω and positive constants a, b, and β such that
for all x, y ∈ Ω. Since (Ω, ρ) and (Ω, d) are isomorphic as uniform spaces, Theorem 1 from [24] remains true for (Ω, ρ) along with its proof. Therefore [24, p. 203] for every m there are a sequence of partitions
of K m with the property max j diam(Ω (n) j ) → 0 as n → ∞ and a sequence of sample point sets
strongly in F (Ω), and therefore the sequence in the right-hand side contains a subsequence that converges to the function in the left-hand side µ-almost everywhere. This implies that for µ-almost all x ∈ Ω (B)
and lemma 2 follows.
Lemma 3.
There are such a, b > 0 that for all x, x ′ ∈ G and r > 0
Proof. Let positive constants a, b, β, and a metric d on G be such that (3) 
and therefore
Since µ and
The proof of the second inequality is similar. Consider the following condition: for every automorphism A(u), for every x ∈ G, and for every r > 0 there exist a positive number k(u) which depends of u only and a point
(in fact, k(u) depends of A(u)). In the following we choose k to be a µ-
For every x, u ∈ G, and for every r > 0 the condition ( * ) implies that
On the other hand, we have by Lemma 3 and formula (D)
s and the desired inclusion follows. Now we are in position to prove our main theorem. Theorem 1. Let the condition ( * ) holds. For Φ ∈ L 1 k s (G) the Hausdorff operator H is bounded on the real Hardy space H 1 (G) and
Proof. We use the approach from [17] . First note that by lemmas 4 and 1 the integral in (1) exists. Since for f ∈ H 1 (G) we have f L 1 ≤ f H 1 , one can apply lemma 2 and formula (1) can be rewritten as follows:
the Bochner integral with respect to H 1 norm, (as usual, • denotes the composition operation) and therefore
We wish to estimate the right-hand side of (5) from above by using ( * ). If f has an atomic decomposition f = j λ j a j , then
We claim that a
is an atom, as well. Indeed, the condition ( * ) shows that if a j is supported in B(x j , r j ), the function a 
, and (ii) is also valid for a Since by (6)
s f H 1 and the conclusion of the theorem follows from the formula (5).
Remark 3. If ρ is a left invariant quasi-metric, one can take a = b = 1 in theorem 1 because in this case lemma 3 holds trivially with such a and b.
3 Special cases and examples
Compact Lie groups
As mentioned in [9, p. 588, Example (7)] compact Lie groups with natural distances and Haar measures are spaces of homogeneous type. Moreover, the condition ( * ) holds for such groups automatically as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 5. Let G be a compact Lie group with left invariant metric ρ. Every automorphism A ∈ Aut(G) is Lipschitz, i.e. for some constant k > 0 and for every x, y ∈ G ρ(A(x), A(y)) ≤ kρ(x, y).
Proof. Taking into account that every compact Lie group is smoothly isomorphic to a matrix group, one can assume that G is such a group. Let an automorphism A ∈ Aut(G) induces an automorphismÂ of the Lie algebra g of G such that A(exp X) = exp(ÂX) (see, e.g. [8] ). Consider a sufficiently small neighborhood U of unit e ∈ G such that exp −1 is defined in U. For x ∈ U let X := exp −1 (x) and let the norm · on g corresponds to the metric ρ. Since (infimum below is taken over all curves α ∈ C 1 ([0, 1], G) with α(0) = e, α(1) = exp X) ρ(exp X, e) = inf
and therefore ρ(A(x), e) = ρ(exp(ÂX), e) = Â X + o( X ), we have lim sup
Thus the function ρ(A(x), e)/ρ(x, e) is bounded in some open neighborhood V of unit. Since it is also continuous on the compact set G \ V, it is bounded, ρ(A(x), e)/ρ(x, e) ≤ k. To finish the proof one should substitute y −1 x in place of x in the last inequality. Now theorem 1 yields the following corollary (see remark 3). Corollary 1. Let G be a compact Lie group with left invariant metric ρ. For Φ ∈ L 1 k s (G) the Hausdorff operator H Φ,A is bounded on the real Hardy space H 1 (G) and
Examples. (1)
The n-dimensional torus T n . We assume that T n is equipped with the invariant metric ρ(x, y) = max 1≤i≤n d(x i , y i ) (here x = (x i ), y = (y i ) ∈ T and d is a usual metric in T).
The one-dimensional torus possesses only two automorphisms z → z and z → −z. Therefore we can take k(u) = 1 for every A(u) ∈ Aut(T) and then L In the general case n > 1 all elements of Aut(T n ) have the form
where the matrix (m ij ) belongs to GL(n, Z) and det(m ij ) = ±1 (see, e.g., [14, (26.18 
)(h)]). Thus for every measurable map
) the corresponding Hausdorff operator over T n takes the form
where µ n denotes the normalized Lebesgue measure on T n .
In this example the measure of the ball B(x, r) for sufficiently small r > 0 has the form c n r n , and therefore C µ = 2 n . (2) The special unitary group SU(2). It is a compact connected Lie group which is isomorphic to the group of unit quaternions and it is known that all automorphisms of SU (2) are inner. It follows that k(u) = 1 for every A(u) ∈ Aut(SU(2)) (we consider a bi-invariant metric in SU (2)) and therefore (2)). Every Hausdorff operator for SU(2) has the form (below b :
According to theorem 1 this operator is bounded in
The group SU(2) as a space of homogeneous type may be identified with the 3-sphere S 3 ⊂ R 4 endowed with the natural distance and volume (action of SU(2) preserves the inner product in C 2 ). It follows that C µ = 8 in this example.
Homogeneous groups
According to [12] a homogeneous group G is a connected simply connected Lie group whose Lie algebra is equipped with dilations. It induces the dilation structure D λ (λ > 0) on the group G such that D λ ∈ Aut(G) [12, p. 5, 6 ] (see also [10] ).
The group G is endowed with a homogeneous (quasi-)norm, a continuous nonnegative function | · | on G which satisfies |x −1 | = |x|, |D λ (x)| = λ|x| for all x ∈ G, λ > 0, and |x| = 0 if and only if x = e, the unit of G. Moreover, the formula ρ(x, y) := |y −1 x| defines a left invariant quasi-metric on G [12, p. 9, Proposition 1.6].
Let µ be a (bi-invariant) Haar measure on G normalized in such a way that µ(B(x, r)) = r Q where Q is the so called homogeneous dimension of G [12, p. 10]. Then the doubling condition holds and C µ = 2 Q (see also [10, Lemma 3.2.12]).
Let λ : G → (0, ∞) be any µ-measurable function. Then the family of automorphisms A(u) := D λ(u) enjoys the property ( * ) with k(u) = 1/λ(u). Indeed, since D −1
λ (x), r/λ). Since µ(B(x, r)) = r Q , it follows also that mod(D λ ) = λ Q . Definition 2. We define the Hausdorff operator H Φ,λ for the homogeneous group G via the formula (1) with A(u) = D λ(u) .
Then theorem 1 and remark 3 imply the following Corollary 2. The operator H Φ,λ is bounded on
Examples. (3)
Heisenberg groups (see, e.g., [11] ). If n is a positive integer, the Heisenberg group H n is the group whose underlying manifold is R n × R n × R and whose multiplication is given by (v, w, v
(v · w stands for the usual inner product on R n ). Then H n is a homogeneous group with dilations
(there are another families of dilations on H n , see [12, p. 7] where the isomorphic version of H n is considered). The Haar measure of H n is the Lebesgue measure dudvdt of R 2n+1 , and the homogeneous dimension of H n equals to 2n + 2 (see, e.g., [27, p. 642] ). The left invariant Heisenberg distance d H on H n is derived from the homogeneous norm |(v, w, t)| H := c n ((v 2 + w 2 ) 2 + t 2 ) 1/4 (with an appropriate constant c n which guarantee the relation µ(B(x, r)) = r Q ). So, corollary 2 is valid for H n with Q = 2n + 2. Remarks 4. 1) There are automorphisms of H n distinct from D λ , see [11, Chapter I, Theotem (1.22) ] for the description of all automorphisms of H n . So, one can define the Hausdorff operator for H n by definition 1 using this description. Thus, H Φ,λ is a special case of Hausdorff operator for H n in a sense of definition 1. Using automorphisms of H n generated by the real symplectic group Sp(n, R) (see [11, p. 20] ) we can define another special case of Hausdorff operator for H n as follows. Consider the measurable map S : H n → Sp(n, R). Then the corresponding Hausdorff operator takes the form
2) Special cases of Hausdorff operator on H n were considered in [26] .
(4) Strict upper triangular groups [12, p. 6, 7] , [2, Subsection VII.3.3]. Let T 1 (n, R) be the group of all n × n real matrices (a ij ) such that a ii = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and a ij = 0 when i > j. Then T 1 (n, R) is a homogeneous group with Haar measure µ(d(a ij )) = ⊗ i<j da ij and dilations
the homogeneous dimension of T 1 (n, R) equals to n(n 2 − 1)/6. So, corollary 2 is valid for T 1 (n, R) with Q = n(n 2 − 1)/6.
Finite-dimensional spaces over locally compact division rings
Let K be a locally compact σ-compact division ring equipped with the norm |·| (e.g., K = R, Q p , or H, the quaternion division ring). In the following we assume that the additive group K n is endowed with the invariant metric ρ(x, y) = |x − y| ∞ := max 1≤i≤n |x i − y i | (here x = (x i ), y = (y i ) ∈ K n ). Remark 5. If K is a field we have [2, Subsection VII.1.10, Corollary 1] mod(A(u)) = mod K (det(A(u))).
Lemma 6. The additive group K n endowed with the metric ρ is a space of homogeneous type with respect to the Haar measure µ n and C µn = 2 n . Proof. First note that the additive group K endowed with the metric ρ 1 (x, y) = |x − y| is a space of homogeneous type with respect to the Haar measure µ and C µ = 2. Indeed, since (2e)B(0, r) = B(0, 2r) (e denotes the unit in K), we have for all x ∈ K (see, e.g., [2, Section VII.1, formula (32) and Definition 6]) µ(B(x, 2r)) = µ(B(0, 2r)) = mod(2e)µ(B(0, r)) = 2µ(B(0, r)) = 2µ(B(x, r)).
Since B(x, r) = × n i=1 B(x i , r) where x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ K n , r > 0, lemma 6 follows. we have A(u) −1 (B(0, r)) ⊆ B(0, k(u)r). Definition 3. We define the Hausdorff operator H on the additive group G = K n via the formula (1) where A(u) is a family of invertible n×n matrices with entries from K and µ is replaced by µ n . Now theorem 1 along with remark 3 yields the next result. Corollary 3 (cf. [16] ). The operator H is bounded on
Remark 6. The result by Ruan and Fan [25, Theorem 1.3] shows that for K = R the above condition of boundedness for H can not be sharpened in general.
